In transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of thick biological specimens, the relationship between the recorded image intensities and the projected specimen mass density is distorted by incoherent electron-specimen interactions and aberrations of the objective lens. It is highly desirable to develop a strategy for maximizing and extracting the coherent image component, thereby allowing the projected specimen mass density to be directly related to image intensities. For this purpose, we previously used exit wavefront reconstruction to understand the nature of image formation for thick biological specimens in conventional TEM. Because electron energy-loss filtered imaging allows the contributions of inelastically scattered electrons to be removed, it is potentially advantageous for imaging thick, biological samples. In this paper, exit wavefront reconstruction is used to quantitatively analyse the imaging properties of an energy-filtered microscope and to assess its utility for thick-section microscopy. We found that for imaging thick biological specimens (> 0 . 5 
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In transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of thick biological specimens, the relationship between the recorded image intensities and the projected specimen mass density is distorted by incoherent electron-specimen interactions and aberrations of the objective lens. It is highly desirable to develop a strategy for maximizing and extracting the coherent image component, thereby allowing the projected specimen mass density to be directly related to image intensities. For this purpose, we previously used exit wavefront reconstruction to understand the nature of image formation for thick biological specimens in conventional TEM. Because electron energy-loss filtered imaging allows the contributions of inelastically scattered electrons to be removed, it is potentially advantageous for imaging thick, biological samples. In this paper, exit wavefront reconstruction is used to quantitatively analyse the imaging properties of an energy-filtered microscope and to assess its utility for thick-section microscopy. We found that for imaging thick biological specimens (> 0 . 5 ¹ m) at 200 keV, only elastically scattered electrons contribute to the coherent image component. Surprisingly little coherent transfer was seen when using energy-filtering at the most probable energy loss (in this case at the first plasmon energy-loss peak). Furthermore, the use of zero-loss filtering in combination with exit wavefront reconstruction is considerably more effective at removing the effects of multiple elastic and inelastic scattering and microscope objective lens aberrations than either technique by itself. Optimization of the zero-loss signal requires operation at intermediate to high primary voltages (> 200 keV). These results have important implications for the accurate recording of images of thick biological specimens as, for instance, in electron microscope tomography.
Introduction and background
High-resolution three-dimensional structural analysis of complex biological samples is best carried out using electron microscope tomography. This method allows the computational reconstruction of internal specimen structure in three dimensions using a large number of tilted projections (Turner, 1981) . Tomography has proven to be a powerful technique to study the supramolecular assemblies of cellular organelles and nuclear structures (Belmont et al., 1987; Schmekel et al., 1993; Fung et al., 1994; Horowitz et al., 1994; Ladinsky et al., 1994; Olins et al., 1994; Moritz et al., 1995) . The accuracy of the reconstruction relies on the precise interpretation of the individual projected views. Owing to the large depth of focus in electron microscopes, it is generally assumed that the recorded image intensities can be directly related to the projected specimen mass densities. This is only correct if the scattering were purely coherent and not affected by objective lens aberrations. Images of thin biological specimens (< 0 . 1 m) are generally dominated by coherent single scattering; however, significant aberrations occur for thick specimens (> 0 . 3 m) as a result of the large fraction of incoherent multiple elastic and inelastic scattering. In this paper, we define the coherent component as the component which follows the expected behaviour of the microscope contrast transfer function (CTF) as a function of focus. The incoherent component not only includes the secondary interference between scattered waves (quadratic term in Eq. 1) but also the substantially larger component contributed by multiple scattering. Because such effects are specimen dependent, no systematic behaviour (or CTF) can be defined. For accurate quantitative analysis of specimen structure, the effects from the incoherent multiple scattering and the objective lens aberrations must be removed. As we demonstrated previously (Han et al., 1995) , specimen exit surface wavefront reconstruction using a through-focus series removes the effect of the objective lens aberrations and extracts and quantifies the coherent image component. This exit wavefront reconstruction method uses a 3-D Fourier transform of a through-focus series: the coherent imaging component maps onto a paraboloid whereas the incoherent components dominate other regions, especially the centre of the transform. Adopted from van Dyck et al. (1993) , the relationship between the 3-D Fourier transform and the specimen exit surface wavefront is as follows: ), the unaberrated exit surface wave (the coherent component) can be recovered and quantified (Fig. 3a, schematic) . Note that the contribution of chromatic aberration to spreading the thickness of the parabola is not included in the above equation since the extensive through-focus sampling required to resolve such a spread is impractical (Saxton, 1994) .
In recent years the advent of commercially available electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) filters has made it possible to image specimens at specific energy-loss ranges and have enabled the analysis of the contribution of the various energy-loss ranges to the image formation. Currently, two classes of ESI instrumentation can be distinguished: (1) 'in-column' filters currently limited to operation up to 120 keV primary voltage (Zeiss 902, 912; Probst et al., 1993) and (2) 'post-column' filters which are available for use up to 1250 keV (Gatan GIF and HV GIF; Krivanek et al., 1992 Krivanek et al., , 1995 Gubbens et al., 1993 Gubbens et al., , 1995 . The study described here was done with a post-column filter because, as we will show for thick biological specimens, it is imperative to image at intermediate to high accelerating voltages, and currently only the post-column filters can be used at these voltages. To do a true comparison of filtered vs. unfiltered imaging and to verify that the filter does not affect the normal imaging properties of the microscope, control experiments were performed under identical imaging conditions using only a CCD camera identical to the one used in the filter on the same TEM. We present the first comparison of this kind and the first quantitative assessment of the quality of energy filtering for thick biological specimens.
By combining the through-focus exit wavefront reconstruction analysis with energy filtering, it is possible to assess the contribution of different energy-loss ranges to the high-resolution coherent and the low resolution incoherent image components. These results shown in the following section have important implications for the use of ESI for electron microscope tomography and stress the importance of combining ESI with intermediate to high acceleration voltages.
Methods

Thick biological specimens
The specimens used in the following experiments are in vitro reconstitutedcentrosomesfrom Drosophila embryos embedded in epon and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate (Moritz et al., 1995) . The microtubules are 25 nm in diameter. The specimens were cut to 0 . 5 and 0 . 7 m thickness. The preparation of these specimens is described in detail by Moritz et al. (1995) .
Unfiltered and energy-filtered imaging
The unfiltered images were recorded at 200 keV with a Gatan Model 694 slow-scan CCD camera mounted on a Philips CM200 SuperTwin TEM. The energy-filtered images were recorded at 200 keV with a Gatan Imaging Filter, Model GIF100 (Krivanek et al., 1992; Gubbens et al., 1993) mounted on the same CM200. The slow-scan CCD camera used on the GIF100 is identical to the Model 694. All images were recorded at a calibrated magnification of 40 0002 at the CCD. A 30-m objective aperture was used for all experiments. The images were binned twice in the camera hardware, resulting in an effective pixel size projected back to the specimen of 1 . 20 nm. The energy window used for energy-filtered imaging was 10 eV; the energy dispersion used for recording the energy-loss spectra was 0 . 5 eV per CCD pixel.
Through-focus series
Through-focus series consisting of 41 images were recorded from 18 . 1 m underfocus to 18 . 1 m overfocus with a focus step size of 0 . 905 m. To minimize specimen alterations and shrinkage during data collection, the specimens were stabilized by pre-irradiating with 1000 e -nm -2 (Braunfeld et al., 1994) . The individual images were aligned prior to the exit surface wavefront reconstruction using fudicial gold markers and cross-correlation. Image processing and visualization were done on a DEC VAX-9000 and a Silicon Graphics Iris workstation using PRIISM, the image visualization software developed in our laboratory (Chen et al., 1994) .
Results
It has been generally assumed that the mechanism of image formation for thick biological specimens is dominated by amplitude contrast. However, as we previously demonstrated (Han et al., 1995) , there is still a considerable coherent image component largely due to phase contrast. Superimposed on the coherent component are the incoherent components dominated by multiple elastic and inelastic scattering. We have used exit surface wavefront reconstructions from through-focus series at different energy-loss ranges to evaluate the coherent image component as a function of resolution for 0 . 5-and 0 . 7-m-thick biological specimens at 200 keV primary energy.
For the 0 . 5-m-thick specimen, coherent transfer can be observed at both zero-loss and at the plasmon energy-loss, whereas for the 0 . 7-m-thick specimen coherent transfer can only be observed at zero-loss Figure 1 shows energy-loss spectra recorded for the 0 . 5-and 0 . 7-m-thick specimens used in this study. At 200 keV, the fraction of elastically scattered electrons is very low for both thicknesses (Table 1) . For the through-focus series of the 0 . 5-m-thick specimen, diffraction rings could be observed with and without zero-loss filtering, and also weakly in the plasmon-loss series (data not shown), although they could be observed most clearly in the zero-loss filtered series. For the 0 . 7-m-thick specimen the diffraction rings observed in the unfiltered through-focus series were extremely weak (data not shown). By contrast, the zero-loss filtered through-focus series showed significant phase transfer (Fig. 2) . Quite surprisingly, through-focus series at other energy-loss ranges all showed a complete absence of diffraction rings. Thus, at 200 keV, 0 . 7-m-thick biological specimens contain phase contrast information which is obscured by the large proportion of inelastically and multiply scattered electrons. Figures 3 and 4 show selected cross-sections of the 3-D power spectra for the unfiltered, zero-loss filtered and plasmon-loss filtered through-focus series for the 0 . 5-and 0 . 7-m specimens, respectively. The paraboloid (coherent) component is narrower and extends to higher resolution in the zero-loss filtered power spectrum compared with the unfiltered power spectrum. Virtually all of the coherent component is contributed by the zero-loss electrons, as is evident by the fact that the plasmon-loss and other energyloss ranges (data not shown) contain very little coherent contribution.
The coherent image component is significantly enhanced by zero-loss filtering for both 0 . 5-and 0 . 7-m-thick specimens
It is important to realize that not all zero-loss electrons contribute to the coherent component of the images. There is still a significant amount of incoherent component in the zero-loss filtered images due to multiple elastic scattering.
For both the 0 . 5-and 0 . 7-m-thick specimens the elastically scattered electrons contribute a similar amount of coherent high-resolution information
In order to quantitatively analyse the 3-D power spectrum, cross-sections of the spectra were radially averaged and then curve-fitted with three components as previously described (Han et al., 1995) . The three components are the parabola (coherent), the centre (partially (in)coherent) and the background (fully incoherent and random electron statistical noise) (Fig. 3 schematic and Fig. 5 ). Three component curve fits were obtained for all sections and all energy ranges and the results of the experiments where there was a measurable non-zero coherent component are summarized in Table 1 . The percentages listed in Table 1 represent the fraction of the total number of electrons (taken as the sum of all three components). The proportions of coherent electrons of the filtered images are comparable for both thicknesses: 13% for 0 . 5 m and 9% for 0 . 7 m. Although energy filtering enhances the coherent component by an overall decrease in the incoherent contribution, the change in the relative distribution of the three components are different for the two thicknesses tested. Both the parabola and the central components vary as a function of focus (cross-section) levels, whereas the background component stays relatively constant. As with the central component, this background is also contributed by the incoherent imaging effects. With the 0 . 5-m-thick specimen, the slight gain in the proportion of the coherent component in the zero-loss filtered image is accompanied by a larger decrease in the central component and a slight increase in the background component. By contrast, for the 0 . 7-m specimen, the more dramatic gain in the coherent component is accompanied by a larger drop in background and a slight gain in the central component. This may be explained if the central and background components are due to different types of incoherent, or partially coherent, scattering, each dominating at different thicknesses. For both thicknesses, the plasmon-loss images show a proportionally larger background component with very little coherent component due to the overlapping contribution from the multiple inelastic scattering (the broadened second plasmon-loss in Fig. 1 ). No coherent contribution was observed at any of the other energy ranges. It is important to note again that not all of the elastically scattered electrons contribute to the coherent component of the images. Figure 6 shows the number of electrons contributing to the coherent component as a function of resolution. Although the zero-loss filtered images of the 0 . 7-m-thick specimen contain a smaller coherent component overall, the variation as a function of resolution is the same as for the 0 . 5-m-thick specimen. With the 0 . 5-m-thick specimen, the coherent component is only slightly reduced in the unfiltered vs. zero-loss filtered images through all resolutions. This again demonstrates that the relative enhancement in the zero-loss filtered signal is simply due to the reduction of the central and background components. In this case, exit wavefront restoration can almost completely recover the coherent image component.
For the 0 . 7-m-thick specimen, the striking observation is that in the unfiltered images, the coherent component is greatly reduced beyond (3 . 8 nm)
-1 resolution. Thus, in this case, the relative signal enhancement in the filtered images is due to a combination of the reduction of the incoherent central and background components, as well as an increase in the coherent high-resolution component. Here, exit wavefront reconstruction by itself cannot completely recover the coherent component through the entire resolution range.
Exit wavefront restored images from a zero-loss filtered through-focus series show much higher resolution
Figures 7 and 8 compare unfiltered and zero-loss filtered exit surface wavefront restored images and their respective diffractograms for the 0 . 5-and 0 . 7-m-thick specimens. As can be seen, the unfiltered restorations contain only the very low-resolution components, whereas the energy-filtered restorations show transfer up to much higher resolutions. Fig. 5 . The radially averaged plots and curve-fits of Fig. 3(D) demonstrating the quality of the fits. The coherent, incoherent and background components are as labelled. Curve fit error is 3 . 7%. , compared with the unrestored images. Importantly, the through-focus series restoration of the zero-loss filtered images shows a further enhancement in contrast (Fig. 9a) . Not surprisingly, the restoration of the unfiltered through-focus series of the 0 . 7-m-thick specimen shows little contrast enhancement compared with the data, indicative of the low coherence in the unfiltered series. While the zero-loss data do show improvement over the unfiltered data at higher frequencies, dramatic improvements are seen when energy filtering is combined with through-focus restoration.
Discussion
Electron spectroscopic imaging has been used previously to study the mechanism of image formation for thick specimens (Colliex et al., 1989; Reimer et al., 1991; BazettJones, 1992; Langmore & Smith, 1992) . These studies showed that when there is little elastic scattering, such as when low accelerating voltages are used, the optimal contrast for thick specimens is obtained by imaging at the most probable energy loss. The enhancement in resolution arises from the reduction of chromatic aberration as a result of the small energy window. Although these images show an enhanced contrast, the results here indicate that, in fact, high-resolution coherent transfer is seriously reduced. As such, their image intensities do not properly relate to the projected specimen mass density, which is important for quantitative imaging such as 3-D electron tomography.
We demonstrated that for imaging thick biological specimens at 200 keV there is a significant coherent image component that can be extracted from a through-focus series (Figs. 7 and 8 ). This coherent component can be directly related to projected specimen mass density for 3-D tomographic reconstruction. Using ESI, it was shown that this coherent image component is contributed almost solely by elastically scattered electrons. The plasmon-loss electrons contribute to the coherent component only at very low resolutions. Proper interpretation of the image intensities can therefore only be achieved using the elastically scattered electrons. Images collected at energies other than zero loss, for instance at the most probable energy loss (in this case, the first plasmon), show significant loss in coherent transfer and cannot be directly interpreted as a projection of the specimen mass density. This emphasizes the importance of using higher accelerating voltages to increase the fraction of elastic scattering for even moderate-resolution images of biological specimens.
All the experiments presented in this paper comparing energy-filtered and unfiltered imaging were performed with and without the post-column ESI filter attached. This allowed us to assess directly the imaging properties of the post-column filter. The filter effectively serves as an additional projector lens and indeed the experiments described here clearly demonstrated that the image formation properties are not compromised by the post-column filter. The properties of the TEM equipped with the post-column ESI filter show the same expected behaviour as the TEM alone (Fig. 3b) . Using zero-loss filtering we were able to restore images of thick biological specimens at higher resolutions than possible without filtering. Thus the most optimal strategy for imaging thick biological specimens, as for instance in electron microscope tomography, is combining zero-loss filtering operating at intermediate to high accelerating voltages and specimen exit surface wavefront reconstruction from a through-focus series.
For example, if one is interested in substructures of a 0 . 5-m-thick biological specimen using tomography (effective thickness of up to 1 . 0 m at 608 tilt), at resolutions lower than 5 nm, conventional intermediate-voltage electron microscopy should suffice. However, if higher resolution is required to visualize fine substructure, then it is strongly recommended that zero-loss filtering be combined with through-focus series restoration to obtain an accurate 3-D reconstruction. 
